A possible circular RNA at the origin of life.
The increasing volume of sequenced genomes and the recent techniques for performing in vitro molecular evolution have rekindled the interest for questions on the origin of life. Nevertheless, a gap continues to exist between the research on prebiotic chemistry and molecule generation, on one hand, and the study of molecular fossils preserved in genomes, on the other. Here we attempt to fill this gap by using some assumptions about the prebiotic scenario (including a strong stereochemical basis for the genetic code) to determine the RNA sequences more likely to appear and subsist. A set of minimal RNA rings is exhaustively determined; a subset of them is then selected through stability arguments, and a particular ring ("AL ring") is finally singled out as the most likely winner of this prebiotic game. The rings happen to have several structural and statistical properties of modern genes: a repeated AUG codon appears spontaneously (and is thus made available for becoming a start signal), the form AUG/STOP emerges, and frequency patterns resemble those of present genes. The whole set of rings was also compared to a database of tRNAs, considering the conserved positions (located in the free parts of the molecule, essentially the loops); the ring that most closely matched tRNA sequences-and matched, in fact, the consensus of tRNA at all the aligned positions-was AL, the same ring independently selected before. The unselected emergence of gene-like features through two simple selection steps and the close similarity between the finally selected ring and tRNA (including some remarkable features of the resulting alignment) suggest a possible link between the prebiotic world and the first biological molecules, which is amenable for experimental testing. Even if our scenario is partially wrong, the unlikely coincidences should provide useful hints for other efforts.